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We report the optical conductivity in the linear-response regime of the chiral topological semimetal
CoSi, predicted to host elusive topological quasiparticles known as multifold fermions. We find
that the optical response is separated into several distinct regions as a function of frequency, each
dominated by different types of quasiparticles. The low-frequency response is captured by a narrow
Drude peak that broadens strongly with increasing temperature from 10 K to 300 K and is dominated
by a high-mobility electron pocket near a double Weyl fermion at the R point. At high frequencies,
we observe a sharp peak at 0.56 eV. Using a tight-binding model fitted to first-principles density
functional theory calculations, we link this peak to inter-band transitions around the M point that
are dominant due to the presence of a saddle point in the band structure. By subtracting the
low-frequency sharp Drude and phonon peaks at low temperatures, we reveal two intermediate
quasi-linear inter-band contributions separated by a kink at 0.2 eV. Using tight-binding models, we
link the optical conductivity above and below 0.2 eV to inter-band transitions near the double Weyl
fermion at the R point and a three-fold fermion at Γ, respectively. To do so, we find the chemical
potential to be slightly below the latter node, activating transitions between a linearly dispersing
band and a flat band, for frequencies below 0.2 eV. More strikingly, below 0.1 eV our data are best
explained if spin-orbit coupling is included, suggesting that at these energies the optical response is
governed by transitions between a previously unobserved spin-3/2 node and aWeyl node. Our results
highlight that different types of multifold fermions in CoSi are activated at different frequencies,
providing a way to resolve them in energy. Our results provide the necessary basis to interpret the
burgeoning set of optical and transport experiments in chiral multifold semimetals.
Topological semimetals are metals defined by
topologically-protected degeneracies. In the solid state,
their simplest realization features two bands that cross
at a single node [1–3], known as a Weyl node. Weyl
nodes are degeneracies not protected by the crystalline
symmetry, and the excitations around them behave
as spin-1/2 quasiparticles, with a linear relationship
between energy and momentum. They are found in a
family of non-centrosymmetric transition monopnictides,
including TaAs, TaP, NbAs and NbP [4–11], as well
as in the magnetic compounds Co2MnGa [12] and
Co3Sn2S2 [13, 14].
In general, crystal symmetries can protect band cross-
ings with higher degeneracies at high-symmetry points,
known as multifold crossings, around which the bands
disperse linearly [15, 16]. In particular, chiral crystals
with non-symmorphic symmetries that lack mirror sym-
metry were predicted to realize a variety of multifold
crossings: three-, four-, or sixfold crossings. The dis-
persion close to each multifold degeneracy is described
by a higher-spin quasiparticle, such as a spin-1 fermion
in the case of a three-fold crossing. Analogous to the
∗ liangwu@sas.upenn.edu
case of Weyl nodes, multifold nodes are monopoles of
Berry curvature with integer charge. However, the topo-
logical charge (i.e., Chern number) of multifold crossings
is higher than that of Weyl nodes, which have topologi-
cal charge ±1. Remarkably, multifold fermions have been
shown to exist in the chiral semimetals CoSi, RhSi, PtAl,
and PdGa, all of which crystallize in the chiral space
group 198 [17–23]. CoSi and RhSi host a three-fold spin-
1 fermion at the zone center (the Γ point), which is ex-
pected to weakly split by the spin-orbit interaction into
a fourfold spin-3/2 and a twofold spin-1/2 Weyl fermion.
At the zone boundary (the R point) they host a double
spin-1/2 Weyl fermion, which is expected to split into a
sixfold spin-1 fermion and a twofold degenerate Kramers
pair [17, 18]. However, the splitting of the spin 3/2 mul-
tifold and the Weyl node were not resolved in the previ-
ous photo-emission experiments due to the small energy
scales that are involved [19–21]. The three-fold nodes
in these materials are fundamentally different from the
triply degenerate point in achiral materials such as in
MoP [24], which have zero Chern number and occur away
from time-reversal invariant momenta [24–28].
The multifold fermions in chiral topological semimet-
als are responsible for unusual and interesting optical re-
sponses such as gyrotropy [29, 30] and the quantized cir-
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2cular photogalvanic effect [17, 31–33]. The optical con-
ductivity is a particularly useful tool to probe the mul-
tifold node at the zone center, since it is expected to
dominate the response at low frequencies [34]. An ac-
curate measurement of the optical conductivity—a lin-
ear response probe—is also essential to precisely extract
nonlinear optical responses such as second harmonic gen-
eration [35, 36] and photogalvanic effect precisely [37–
43]. Clarifying the nonlinear responses in these non-
centrosymmetric topological semimetals acts to certify
the presence and energy range where topological nodes
are active. Determining the carrier lifetime and energy
range at which topological crossings are activated is the
key to observing the quantized circularly photogalvanic
effect (only detectable in materials with long carrier life-
time [31]), and to using them in the next generation of
efficient topological optoelectronics.
Linearly dispersing bands result in a characteristic low-
frequency optical conductivity given by σ1(ω) ∼ ωd−2,
where d is the spatial dimension [44]. Although the ex-
pected frequency-independent conductivity was observed
in graphene [45, 46], and the observation of a linear
ω-dependence characteristic of three-dimensional linear
bands [47] is often challenging.
The latter has been the subject of various exper-
imental studies, for example in the Dirac semimet-
als Cd3As2 [48, 49] and ZrTe5 [50–52], and the Weyl
semimetal TaAs [53, 54]. However, in Cd3As2 the band
structure at low energy deviates from linearity, resulting
in a sub-linear frequency dependence [48]. In ZrTe5, the
band structure is quite sensitive to the growth method,
and the bands can disperse quadratically along one di-
rection, leading to a different frequency dependence of
the optical conductivity at low temperature [50–52]. In
the case of TaAs, coexistence of trivial electron and
hole pockets and the small energy difference between
two kinds of Weyl nodes complicates the data analy-
sis [53, 54]. In RhSi, despite promising work [42, 55],
good agreement between theory and experiment on the
linear scaling of the conductivity, which would signal mul-
tifold fermions, has remained elusive.
The cubic chiral crystal CoSi is a promising material
to reveal the signature of multifold fermions in an opti-
cal conductivity experiment. It has a low carrier density,
and the multifold nodes located at the zone center and
zone boundary are significantly split by an energy dif-
ference ≈ 0.2 eV, with no other bands expected at the
Fermi level [19–21]. Below 0.2 eV, inter-band excitations
near the nodes at the zone boundary are expected to be
Pauli-blocked, leaving only the linearly dispersing multi-
fold fermions at the zone center [34, 56]. These properties
motivate the choice of CoSi as an ideal candidate to dis-
play a clean linear relation between the conductivity and
frequency, and also to reveal why and how deviations
could occur.
In the present work, we establish that the optical
conductivity in CoSi is determined by the existence of
multifold fermions at low frequencies. To do so, we
used Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy to
measure the conductivity over a broad range of 40 to
50 000 cm−1, with temperature dependence from 10 K
to 300 K. By subtracting the sharp Drude and phonon
peaks from the real part of the conductivity at 10 K,
we reveal two approximately linear conductivity regimes
separated by a kink at ≈ 0.2 eV, culminating in a sharp
peak at 0.56 eV. Using tight-binding calculations, we
link the two linear regimes to multifold excitations close
to the Γ (ω < 0.2 eV) and R (ω > 0.2 eV) points, and
the peak to a saddle point in the band structure at
the M point. Crucially, below 0.2 eV our calculations
and measurements reveal a slight deviation from a
perfect linear conductivity, consistent with a chemical
potential that crosses a nearly flat band of a three-fold
node at the zone center. This observation, combined
with the band splitting due to spin-orbit coupling,
suggests that the optical transitions below 0.2 eV involve
the spin-3/2 and spin-1/2 nodes at the zone center.
Our work highlights that the location of the chemical
potential with respect to the multifold fermion is critical
to interpreting future optical and transport responses
of multifold fermion materials, due to the presence of
a threefold fermion with an approximately flat band at Γ.
High-quality single crystals of CoSi have been synthe-
sized with a chemical vapor transport (CVT) method [57]
and a flux method [58]. Since it was found that the
Drude response is significantly sharper for unpolished
samples [53, 54], all of the reflectivity measurements on
CoSi were performed on as-grown flat facets. The data
in Fig. 1, Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 in the main text are all mea-
sured on the (001) facet of CoSi grown by CVT. Part of
the data measured on the flux-grown sample is shown in
Fig. 5. A complete data set on the flux-grown sample is
shown in Appendix A. The facet direction is confirmed
by X-ray Laue diffraction and second-harmonic gener-
ation measurement [35] (data not shown). The reflec-
tivity was measured at a near-normal angle of incidence
using a Bruker VERTEX 70v FTIR spectrometer with
an in situ gold overfilling technique [59]. Data from 40
to 8 000 cm−1 were collected at different temperatures
with an ARS-Helitran cryostat. The room temperature
optical response function in the near-infrared to ultra-
violet range (4 000 – 50 000 cm−1) was measured with
a commercial ellipsometer (Woollam VASE). The opti-
cal conductivity was obtained by performing a Kramers-
Kronig analysis of the reflectivity curves [60]. For the
low-frequency extrapolation below 40 cm−1, the conduc-
tivity was anchored by the temperature-dependent DC
four-terminal resistivity data; on the high frequency side,
the extrapolation was anchored by the room-temperature
ellipsometry data.
Fig. 1(a) shows the temperature-dependent reflectivity
spectra R(ω) of CoSi over a wide frequency range. In the
low-frequency region (< 1000 cm−1), R(ω) shows a typ-
ical metallic response with a rather sharp plasma edge,
below which it rapidly approaches unity. The plasma
3FIG. 1. (a) Temperature-dependent reflectivity spectra of a (001)-oriented CoSi crystal grown by CVT. The inset shows
the reflectivity from 40 to 50 000 cm−1 at room temperature. (b) Temperature dependence of the real part of the dielectric
function ε1(ω). The inset shows an enlarged view to emphasize the zero crossings of ε1(ω), which correspond to screened plasma
frequencies at different temperatures. (c) Temperature-dependent loss function. The inset shows the screened plasma frequency
of free carriers obtained from the zero crossings of ε1(ω) and the peak in the loss function as a function of temperature.
edge exhibits a rather strong temperature dependence.
As the temperature decreases, it shifts continuously to-
wards lower frequency and becomes steeper, indicating
reductions in both the carrier density and scattering rate.
The low value of the plasma edge (≈ 700 cm−1) generally
suggests a very small carrier density, consistent with the
tiny Fermi surface in this material [19, 21, 58]. In addi-
tion, we identify four sharp phonon peaks that are located
at about 225, 305, 345, and 420 cm−1. The observation
of a strong temperature dependence of the plasma edge
indicates much better crystal quality, in terms of lower
carrier density and higher mobility, than other multifold
fermion crystals[42, 55, 61].
Fig. 1(b) shows the real part of the dielectric func-
tion ε1(ω). At low frequencies, ε1(ω) is negative (a
defining property of a metal) and can be described by
the Drude model ε(ω) = ε∞ − ω2p/(ω2 + iωγ), where
ε∞ is the high-frequency dielectric constant, ωp is the
Drude plasma frequency, and γ is the electronic scatter-
ing rate. The inset shows an enlarged view to empha-
size the zero crossing of ε1(ω) at different temperatures.
The zero crossing of ε1(ω) corresponds to the screened
plasma frequency ωscrp of free carriers, which is related
to the Drude plasma frequency through ωscrp = ωp/
√
ε∞.
Fig. 1(c) shows the temperature-dependent loss function
with the peak around 700 cm−1 being the screened
plasma frequency. We observe that the temperature de-
pendence of ωscrp in the dielectric function and the loss
function agree well with the minimum of the plasma
edge of R(ω) ≈ 700 cm−1. As shown in the inset of
Fig. 1(c), the screened plasma frequency decreases from
about 740 cm−1 at 300 K toward 625 cm−1 at 10 K.
Fig. 2(a) displays the temperature dependence of the
real part of the optical conductivity σ1(ω) in the infrared
range. In the low-frequency region, the free-carrier con-
tribution to σ1(ω) is seen as a Drude-like peak centered
at zero frequency. Upon cooling, the Drude peak be-
comes narrower and loses spectral weight, implying that
both the quasiparticle scattering rate and carrier den-
sity drop with decreasing temperature. This is consistent
with the reflectivity analysis shown in Fig. 1. Along with
the tail of the Drude peak, the inter-band optical conduc-
tivity linearly increases with ω (up to about 2 000 cm−1
at 300 K). More interestingly, at low temperatures an
upturn kink emerges around 1 600 cm−1 (0.2 eV) in the
spectrum of σ1(ω), resulting in two regions of quasilinear
behavior at higher and lower frequencies. The upturn of
σ1(ω) indicates that new inter-band excitations are acti-
vated above the energy of the kink (≈ 0.2 eV). Fig. 2(b)
shows the σ1(ω) spectrum at 10 K on a larger energy
scale up to 1.5 eV. It reveals a sharp peak at 0.56 eV that
is most likely arises from vertical transitions at the cor-
responding energy, between bands which disperse nearly
parallel in a large region of momentum space.
To determine the origin of the observed peak, we per-
formed first-principles density functional theory (DFT)
band structure calculations with the Quantum Espresso
code [62–64]. We used norm-conserving pseudopo-
tentials generated with the OPIUM code [65], the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof generalized gradient approxi-
mation functional [66], and spin-orbit coupling to relax
the structure and to calculate the band structures. We
find the relaxed CoSi lattice constant to be a = 4.485 Å,
which matches well with previous theoretical and exper-
imental work [21, 56, 67, 68]. The calculated electronic
band structure is shown in Fig. 3 (a), also in agreement
with previous reports [18, 56, 68]. The bottom inset
of Fig. 3(a) shows the electronic bands calculated with-
out the effect of spin-orbit coupling. As previously re-
ported [18], in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, CoSi
hosts a three-fold spin-1 fermion at Γ and a double Weyl
fermion at the zone-boundary R point, which may be
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FIG. 2. (a) Temperature-dependent optical conductivity
spectra σ1(ω) of a CVT-grown CoSi (001) crystal. (b) Mea-
sured optical conductivity at 10 K along with the Wannier
tight-binding (TB) calculation with and without spin-orbit
coupling at 10 K.
viewed as two degenerate spin-1/2 Weyl fermions with
equal Chern number. The effect of spin-orbit coupling
is to split the three-fold node at Γ into a four-fold spin-
3/2 fermion and a two-fold Weyl fermion, as expected
from the addition rules for angular momenta[17, 18]. At
the R point, the double Weyl node splits into a six-fold
multifold fermion, which can be viewed as a double spin-
1 multifold fermion, and a twofold degenerate Kramers
pair. The energetic splitting of the multifold nodes is
a measure of the strength of spin-orbit coupling when
compared to the bandwidth; at Γ we find a spin-orbit
splitting of ≈ 18.1 meV. Note that the band structure
exhibits a saddle point at the M point.
Furthermore, we calculated the maximally-localized
Wannier functions that represent the DFT valence Bloch
states using Wannier90 [69], and we constructed a tight-
binding model in this Wannier function basis by fitting to
the DFT band structure. We use this model to calculate
the inter-band contribution to the optical conductivity,
defined as
σab(~ω) = pie2~
∑
m 6=n
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
fnm
Enm
vanmv
b
mnδ(Emn − ~ω).
(1)
where fnm(k) = fn(k) − fm(k) is the occupation differ-
ence between Bloch states with band indices n and m at
momentum k, Enm(k) = En(k) − Em(k) is the energy
difference between these two bands, and vanm(k) is the ve-
locity matrix element along the a-direction. With these
Wannier orbitals, this model can describe the bands up to
1.5 eV above the Fermi level accurately. As a consequence
of cubic symmetry, the conductivity tensor σab(~ω) has
only one independent component and is proportional to
the identity matrix; all our conductivity results refer to
this diagonal component of the conductivity tensor.
The optical conductivity, calculated for the band struc-
ture shown in Fig. 3(a), is shown in Fig. 2(b), in addi-
tion to the experimental result at 10 K. For comparison,
we present the optical conductivity calculation with and
without spin-orbit coupling with a Gaussian broadening
of 5 meV, which is close to the Drude peak width at
low temperature. (See Appendices B and C for more
details.) The difference between the two calculations is
relatively small, as the spin-orbit coupling strength is
weak (≈ 20 meV) in this material. This suggests that a
model without spin-orbit coupling is sufficient to describe
the coarse features, broader than this energy scale, while
spin-orbit coupling is needed to describe finer structure
of the response. As mentioned above, the calculation is
restricted to the inter-band contribution to the conduc-
tivity, whereas the experimental measurement also shows
the (intra-band) Drude response, as well as the phonon
contribution in the low-energy regime.
Let us first focus on the measured peak around 0.6 eV,
which is only due to inter-band transitions. The cal-
culated optical conductivity shows a peak at ω ≈
0.62 eV, the position of which matches well with the
experimentally-observed peak. Contributions to the con-
ductivity peak come from all transitions at the peak en-
ergy range which are not Pauli-blocked and have nonzero
velocity matrix elements.
The joint density of states (JDOS), shown in Fig. 3(b)
for the case of vanishing spin-orbit coupling, is a mea-
sure of the number of transitions at a given energy,
and is thus a significant indicator for the origins of
the observed peak. As is clear from Fig. 3(b), the
JDOS exhibits a shoulder-like feature at ≈ 0.62 eV,
characteristic of a saddle point, which suggests that
the inter-band contributions primarily originate from
the M point. The JDOS is a momentum-integrated
quantity; therefore, to unambiguously determine which
inter-band transitions give rise to the peak, we plot the
(momentum-resolved) integrand of Eq. (1) in Fig. 3(c),
and the momentum-resolved contribution in Appendix D.
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FIG. 3. (a) Band structure of CoSi with spin-orbit coupling.
The bottom inset shows the band structure without spin-orbit
coupling in the same shaded energy window of (a). (b) Joint
density of states as a function of energy. (c) Momentum-
resolved matrix element that contributes to the 0.62 eV inter-
band transition along Γ −R−M direction.
In particular, Fig. 3(c) we show the quantity |V (k)|2 =∑
n 6=m
fnm(k)
Emn
|vanm(k)|2δ(Emn−~ω) for fixed energy ~ω =
0.62 eV along Γ − R and R −M , which is a measure of
the matrix elements of all allowed transitions at the peak
energy. Fig. 3(c) confirms that the inter-band transitions
giving rise to the peak originate mainly from the vicinity
of the M point.
A second feature of the calculated conductivity shown
in Fig. 2(b) is a dip at around 0.25 eV. This is due to
the curvature of the middle band in the three-fold node
at the Γ point. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), when the en-
ergy of the incoming photon is very small, the allowed
transitions should occur between the lower band and the
middle band at momenta right near Γ. Away from Γ,
the middle band curves downward in energy and be-
comes occupied, thus blocking transitions from the lower
band to the middle band and providing the downward
dip in the spectrum. As the energy of the incoming pho-
ton increases further, the transitions around the R point
become activated, providing the recovery from the dip
and the continuation of the spectrum upward. However,
this dip is not observed in experiments, probably due
to a short lifetime of the hot carriers around 0.25 eV as
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FIG. 4. (a) Optical conductivity of CoSi at 10 K (blue);
thin solid lines represent fit contributions of the Drude term
(green) and phonon modes (grey), as well as the remaining
inter-band contribution (subtracting Drude and phonons) to
σ1(ω) (red). The black dashed line indicates the linear con-
ductivity below 0.2 eV. Inset: Comparison of the dc resistiv-
ity, ρab (solid black line), with the zero-frequency values of
the Drude fits to the conductivity data, 1/σ1(ω = 0) (red cir-
cles). Temperature dependences of (b) the Drude weight and
(c) the electronic scattering rate.
decreasing the quasiparticle lifetime by broadening the
Dirac delta function smears out this dip feature [56].
As is clear from Fig. 2(b), there is a noticeable shift
in spectral weight between the experimental result and
the theoretical calculation. To verify that this is indeed
just a redistribution of spectral weight, we calculated the
integrated optical conductivity for both the theoretical
and experimental curves. Since the integrated conduc-
tivity is governed by the optical sum rule, good agree-
ment between the integrated conductivities up to 1.5 eV
is evidence that our theoretical result captures the total
spectral weight well. We indeed find both integrated con-
ductivities in good agreement; the results calculated from
the model with and without spin-orbit coupling both dif-
fer from the experiment by ≈ 6%.
Finally, we focus on the optical conductivity below
0.2 eV. In order to compare the calculation results with
experiment below 0.2 eV accurately, we need to extract
the inter-band contribution from the experimental data
by subtracting the sharp Drude and phonon responses
at low energy. In order to quantify the temperature de-
pendence of the Drude response, in Fig. 4(a) we fit the
low-energy part of σ1(ω) using the Drude model. The in-
set of Fig. 4(a) shows the dc resistivity ρ ≡ 1/σ1(ω = 0),
derived from the fitted zero-frequency value (open red
circles), which agrees well with the transport data (solid
black curve), indicating that our modeling is reliable.
The corresponding free carrier weight, SDrude = pi
2
Z0
ω2p,
where Z0 is the vacuum impedance, and the scattering
rate, γ, are displayed in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c), respec-
tively. The free carrier weight shows a T 2 temperature
dependence as expected for massless Dirac electrons [70].
6The scattering rate decreases as the temperature is low-
ered, following a T 2 temperature dependence at low tem-
peratures, as shown by the red solid curve through the
data points. Moreover, the value of γ becomes extremely
small at low temperatures, which is at least one order
of magnitude narrower than that in RhSi [42, 55]. The
linear Hall resistivity of these samples (see Appendix A)
shows a single dominating carrier (electron), indicating
that the large double Weyl fermion pocket at the R point
is responsible for the narrow Drude peak we observe.
The most striking feature of the optical conductivity
is its approximately linear behavior up to ≈ 0.2 eV, ob-
tained after subtracting the single sharp Drude peak and
four narrow phonons, as indicated by the black dashed
line in Fig. 4(a). After Drude subtraction, the optical
conductivity derives from vertical inter-band transitions,
and in the case of CoSi we expect that, at low frequen-
cies, these transitions occur between bands associated
with the multi-fold fermions. Below ≈0.2 eV, vertical
transitions at the R point are Pauli blocked, as is clear
from Fig. 3(a), except for the 11 meV peak shown in
Fig. 2(b), which is associated with the inter-band transi-
tions between spin-orbit split bands along the R−M line
(see Appendix E for more discussion). The contribution
from these transitions is much smaller, however, than the
vertical transitions from the multi-fold fermions at the Γ
point [34]. Therefore, the linear conductivity below 0.2
eV is mainly attributed to these inter-band transitions
near the Γ point.
For multi-fold fermions with linear band dispersion,
the optical conductivity at low frequencies (where the
linear approximation holds) was shown to have a lin-
ear frequency dependence [34], which can be understood
qualitatively from dimensional analysis, σ1(ω) ∼ ωd−2.
In the isotropic limit of the dispersion, i.e., when full ro-
tation symmetry is present, the slope of the conductivity
of a single multi-fold fermion only depends on the Fermi
velocity vF and is inversely proportional to it [34].
To quantitatively understand the linear slope of the
observed conductivity, and to determine whether it orig-
inates from the low-energy multi-fold fermions, we now
analyze the low-frequency regime of the optical conduc-
tivity in detail. As a first step, we consider a k · p model
for the three-fold spin-1 fermion node shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 3(a) in the absence of spin-orbit coupling.
Inter-band transitions are allowed from the partially oc-
cupied lower linear band to the central flat band, but
are forbidden between the two linearly dispersing bands
due to angular momentum selection rules [34]. For this
model, the analytic formula for the optical conductivity
at T → 0 K is σ3f(~ω) = e2ω3pi~vF θ(~ω − E0)[34], where
E0 is the energy of the three-fold node measured from
the Fermi energy and the superscript “3f” refers to three-
fold. Using a Fermi velocity vF = 1.231 eV·Å obtained
from a fit to the linear band in Fig. 3(a) (details of the
fit are included in Appendix F), we plot the analytical
conductivity in Fig. S7 (orange curve) in Appendix F,
together with the experimental result. The linear model
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FIG. 5. Inter-band optical conductivity in CoSi from mea-
surement in both CVT- and flux- grown samples (red and
black curves) along with Wannier tight-binding calculations
(a) without and (b) with spin-orbit coupling (SOC).
falls lower than the experimental curves for both sam-
ples, failing to capture the shoulder-like features in the
data, mainly due to the absence of quadratic corrections
to the flat band.
To better understand the origin of the discrepancies,
we go beyond the linear model and compare the opti-
cal conductivity data to that obtained by the Wannier
tight-binding model introduced above and a simpler but
physically more intuitive four-band tight-binding model
for CoSi [17, 32, 34]. The latter captures the symme-
tries of space group 198 with three parameters that we fit
the to first-principles band structure in Fig.3(a) (see Ap-
pendix G). To achieve a better agreement with the data,
especially on the flux-grown sample, and with the Wan-
nier tight-binding model it is essential that the chemical
potential in the four-band tight-binding model is chosen
below the three-fold node (see Appendices G and H). The
resulting optical conductivity of the four-band tight bind-
7ing model with a 12 meV broadening, is shown in blue in
Fig. 5(a). Both the four-band tight-binding model and
the Wannier tight-bind model results in a qualitatively
similar optical conductivity, yet the latter agrees with the
data from the flux-grown sample over a wider frequency
range, especially below 75 meV. Indeed, the four-band
tight-binding model includes quadratic corrections, but
it fails to fully capture the curvature of the flat band seen
in our first-principles band structure calculation shown in
Fig. 3(a) (see Appendix G), explaining the quantitative
discrepancies between the two tight-binding models. As
seen in Fig. 2(b), both Wannier models present a down-
turn of the optical conductivity around 0.2 eV, which
is likely obscured in experiment by the larger scattering
lifetime of the quasiparticles at such energy [56]. Over-
all, this analysis establishes that the chemical potential
lies below the three-fold node at Γ and highlights that
deviations from a linear band structure near multifold
fermions have an important qualitative impact on the
optical conductivity.
Next, we discuss the distinctions between the two crys-
tals studied. Our calculated conductivity agrees well with
the inter-band conductivity data from the flux-grown
CoSi sample, while the conductivity data from the CVT-
grown sample are significantly higher at low frequencies
(by ≈ 80 Ω−1 cm−1 below 0.1 eV). This could be due to
the fact that the carrier density in the CVT-grown sample
is ≈ 25 % lower than the flux-grown sample. As shown in
Appendices G and H, assuming a lower chemical poten-
tial increases the conductivity below 0.2 eV, but still the
agreement with the CVT-grown sample is not as good as
the agreement achieved for the flux-grown sample. This
is an indication that either the additional contribution
in the CVT-grown sample is not coming from inter-band
transition or the origin of defects in the CVT sample
is slightly different, which was only considered implicitly
through variation of the electronic chemical potential (see
Appendix H). Nevertheless, the average slopes of both
samples and the calculations are comparable after shift-
ing down the experimental result on the CVT sample by
≈ 80 Ω−1 cm−1 (See Fig. 5), suggesting that there is
agreement concerning the Fermi velocity. (see Appendix
H for more discussions).
Finally, we assess the role of spin-orbit coupling at
low frequencies. In Fig. S7 (purple curve) in Appendix
F we show the optical conductivity for a low-energy
six-band linear model that takes into account the
spin-orbit splitting of the three-fold node into a spin-3/2
multifold and spin-1/2 Weyl. At frequencies around
the the spin-orbit scale (≈20 meV), this linear model
lies closer to the flux-sample data. At frequencies
above the spin-orbit scale (≈20 meV) it recovers the
analytical three-fold conductivity σ3f(~ω). Additionally,
we show the DFT-based Wannier tight-binding model
results with spin-orbit coupling (green curve of Fig. 5
(b)), from which we have subtracted the small peak
feature at 11 meV shown in Fig. 2(b), since it originates
from the inter-band excitations between spin-orbit-split
bands along the R − M line (see Appendix D). This
calculation displays close agreement with the measured
conductivity in the flux-grown sample below 0.1 eV. This
agreement supports that the low-frequency shoulder
below 0.1 eV observed in the flux-grown sample arises
from transitions between the spin-orbit split linear and
flat three-fold fermion bands, which are composed by a
spin 3/2 fourfold node and a spin-1/2 Weyl node.
In summary, we performed optical conductivity mea-
surements on two CoSi samples grown by different meth-
ods, and we have shown that different frequency regions
are dominated by the existence of different multi-fold
topological fermions and a saddle point, allowing us to
separate their contributions.
First, we have linked a sharp peak in the optical con-
ductivity at 0.56 eV with vertical transitions along the
R −M line, with the peak due to transitions near the
saddle pointM . We expect this analysis to carry through
to other multi-fold materials in this space group, such as
RhSi [17, 18, 42, 55]. Most importantly, the finite and
relatively large matrix elements between bands at the
M point at this energy have to be taken into account
when analyzing other photocurrent responses, most no-
tably the circular photogalvanic effect.
Second, we have established that below 0.56 eV, the
optical conductivity is directly associated with the exis-
tence of multi-fold fermions. Inter-band transitions above
≈ 0.2 eV are due to a double Weyl fermion located at the
R point. Below 0.2 eV, this multi-fold crossing is Pauli
blocked, allowing us to determine by using tight-binding
calculations that the quasi-linear optical conductivity is
due to the inter-band transitions between a flat band and
linear band of a three-fold node at the Γ point. Finally,
below ≈ 0.1 eV, the optical conductivity data are best
explained with a Wannier tight-binding model that cap-
tures the splitting of the three-fold node into a spin-3/2
four-fold and a spin-1/2 Weyl node.
In conclusion, the optical conductivity of CoSi is
determined in a wide frequency region by different types
of multi-fold fermions. The long transport lifetime and
the clean band structure in CoSi, with only multi-fold
contributions below ≈0.56 eV, suggest that CoSi is
ideal to study optical gyrotropy and the quantized
circular photogalvanic effect. Our analysis shows that
locating the chemical potential accurately with respect
to the multi-fold nodes, and specifically the central flat
band, is crucial to explain future optical and transport
phenomena. Although further analysis is necessary
to confirm the presence of spin-3/2 fermions in CoSi,
for example through different linear regimes[34], our
measurements combined with our Wannier tight-binding
calculations are the first evidence consistent with their
existence.
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9Appendix A: Optical conductivity data on
flux-grown sample and Hall resistivity data
Here we show the optical conductivity data on the flux-
grown CoSi (111) sample, measured under the same con-
ditions as the CVT sample reported in the main text.
Because of the cubic symmetry, the conductivity is the
same on (001) and (111) facets. The temperature depen-
dent real part of the conductivity is shown in Fig. S1(a).
The results are very similar to the CVT sample. The
10 K curve also shows a kink around 0.2 eV. It also has a
peak around 0.6 eV and sharp Drude and phonon peaks
at low temperature. In Fig. S1 (b), we show the 10 K
conductivity (blue) and the remainder after subtracting
single sharp Drude (green) and four sharp phonon (gray)
contributions. The remaining conductivity spectrum is
shown in red and is also shown in Fig. 5 in the main text
(black).
In Fig. S2, we show the typical Hall resistivity data
on a CVT-grown and a flux-grown CoSi at 2 K. The lin-
ear negative Hall resistivity shows the dominating high-
mobility electrons from the pocket at the R point. The
carrier density is 2.1 × 10 20 cm−3 and 2.8 × 10 20 cm−3
for the CVT-grown and flux-grown samples, respectively.
The mobility is ≈ 2,000 cm2/Vs for the CVT sample
while it is ≈ 6,700 cm2/Vs for the flux-grown sample as
one could see some quantum oscillations at high field in
the latter sample.
Appendix B: Optical conductivity formula
The complex optical conductivity σ(ω) is defined
through
ja(ω) = σab(ω)Eb(ω), (B1)
where the superscripts a and b represent Cartesian
directions, j(ω) is the Fourier component of j(t) =∑
ω j(ω)e
−iωt, and E(ω) is the Fourier component of
E(t) =
∑
ω E(ω)e
−iωt. Using linear response theory, the
complex optical conductivity is expressed as
σab(ω) = ie2~
∑
m6=n
∫
d3k
8pi3
fnm
Enm
vanmv
b
mn
Enm − ~ω + iη , (B2)
where fnm(k) = fn(k) − fm(k) is the Fermi-Dirac oc-
cupation difference between the nth and mth band at k,
Enm(k) = En(k) − Em(k) is the band energy difference
between these two bands, vanm =< nk|va|mk > is the
velocity matrix element, and η accounts phenomenologi-
cally for disorder-related broadening.
The real part of the complex linear conductivity, which
we refer to as the linear conductivity in this paper, is
σab(ω) = −pie2~
∑
m6=n
∫
d3k
8pi3
fnm
Enm
vanmv
b
mnδ(Enm − ~ω).
(B3)
FIG. S1. (a) Temperature-dependent optical conductivity
spectra σ1(ω) of a flux-grown CoSi (111) sample. (b) Optical
conductivity of CoSi at 10 K (blue); thin solid lines represent
fit contributions of the Drude term (green) and phonon modes
(grey), as well as the rest of the interband contributions to
σ1(ω) (red).
This expression is symmetric under exchange m ↔ n if
a = b. Given any positive ~ω, the delta function will be
nonzero only when Enm > 0, or n > m, so the summa-
tion over bands where m 6= n could be safely replaced
by the summation where n ∈ unocc and m ∈ occ, where
unocc and occ refer to unoccupied and occupied states
respectively. The conductivity is also symmetric under
the exchange ω ↔ −ω. Note that, when computing the
optical conductivity from non-SOC bands, the conduc-
tivity should be multiplied by a factor of 2 to account for
the spin degeneracy of the bands.
Appendix C: Computational details of
first-principles calculations
We performed first-principles density functional theory
(DFT) calculations in the software package of Quantum
Espresso, with norm-conserving pseudopotentials gener-
ated from the OPIUM package. We chose the kinetic
energy cutoff for th wavefunctions to be 90 Ry, and we
used an 8 × 8 × 8 k-point sampling grid for the crystal
structure and band structure calculations. The relaxed
lattice constants of CoSi are a = 4.485 Å.
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FIG. S2. Hall resistivity data on a CVT-grown and a flux-
grown CoSi at 2 K.
Next, we used the software package Wannier90 to con-
struct a tight-binding model in the basis of maximally-
localized Wannier functions, fitted to the first-principles
calculation results. To construct this model, we chose the
initial projection functions to be s- and d-orbitals of Co,
and p- and d-orbitals of Si; the converged maximally-
localized Wannier functions that span the Bloch state
valence manifold are well-localized in real space. The
model can describe the electronic bands up to 1.5 eV
above the Fermi level accurately, allowing us to calcu-
late the conductivity accurately up to that energy scale.
The comparison between the bands obtained from first-
principles calculations and from this tight-binding model
is shown in Fig. S3 (a-d).
We calculate the conductivity from DFT directly and
from the solutions of the tight-binding model, and these
are compared in Fig. S3 (e-f). In both calculations, to
achieve faster convergence, the delta function δ(Enm −
~ω) in Eq. B3 is replaced by a broadened delta function
δ˜(Enm−~ω), expressed in the form of Gaussian function
G(Emn, ~ω, σ) =
1√
piσ
e−(
Emn−~ω
σ )
2
(C1)
where σ, the width of the function, represents the carrier
lifetime in materials. Since one of our primary goals is to
focus on the slope of the linear conductivity at low fre-
quency, which is controlled by the slope of the dispersing
band of the spin-1 three-fold degenerate node at Γ, we
choose carefully the size of the k-point sampling and the
smearing width σ such that the Gaussian function can
capture the energy change between adjacent k-points. In
other words, we choose dEdk ≈ ∆E∆k , where dEdk is the slope
of the dispersing bands around Γ, which, in our case,
is 1.231 eV·Å, and ∆k is the distance between adjacent
k-points in a chosen k-point grid. For example, if we
use a 150 × 150 × 150 k-point grid to calculate the op-
tical conductivity, the smearing width is chosen to be
σ = 12 meV, which are used in Fig. S3 (e-f) for the DFT
and Wannier tight-binding calculation. In the main text,
we used 500× 500× 500 k-point grid and σ = 5 meV for
the Wannier tight-binding calculation. We also perform
a calculation with a Gaussian broadening of 1.2 meV and
3 meV, and the latter is the experimental Drude peak
width at 10 K, and the results with four different broad-
ening (1.2 meV, 3 meV, 5 meV and 12 meV) overlaps
with each other. Note that 3 meV is the low-temperature
Drude peak width in both samples, which is a reasonable
estimate of the broadening.
The calculations of the velocity matrix elements in
Quantum Espresso is implemented through vanm =
panm/m0, where m0 is the electron mass and panm
is the momentum matrix element. For the tight-
binding model from Wannier90, the velocity matrix el-
ements are calculated from < nk|v|mk >= − i~ (Emk −
Enk)Anm(k), where the Berry connection isAnm(k) =<
nk|i∇k|mk >.
Appendix D: Velocity matrix elements and
momentum-resolved contribution
Along the Γ−R−M lines, the contributions to the peak
at 0.62 eV in the optical conductivity originate mainly
from the R−M line, as can be seen from the main text.
This can be further analyzed by focusing on the veloc-
ity matrix elements (Fig. S4(a)) and momentum-resolved
JDOS (Fig. S4(b)) individually. As can be seen from
Fig. S4, the magnitude of the velocity matrix elements
are comparable on both lines, but the JDOS is much
larger on the R −M line than on the Γ − R line. This
suggests that the energy difference between the bands
along the R −M line are much closer to 0.62 eV, which
makes them contribute more to the peak at 0.62 eV in
the conductivity.
Appendix E: Contributions of spin-orbit-split bands
along the R−M line
When turning on SOC, a peak at around 0.011 eV ap-
pears in the calculated optical conductivity, as shown in
Fig. S5(a). This peak originates from the spin-orbit-split
bands along the R −M high-symmetry line, as can be
seen in Fig. S5(b). Without SOC, these bands are degen-
erate in energy; since the pair of bands along the R−M
line crosses the Fermi level, transitions are enabled at k-
points where one band is below the Fermi level and the
other is above EF . The transition energy, or the position
of the peak, indicates the SOC strength of CoSi.
Note that when calculating the peak, the smearing
width σ has to be much smaller than the photon energy
step; otherwise the peak will lead to nonzero conductiv-
ity at ~ω = 0 eV. In the main text and this section, we
used the smearing width σ = 0.0012 eV and the energy
step ∆(~ω) = 0.005 eV, and correspondingly a very dense
kpoint sampling scheme, in order to show the position of
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the peak. In Appendix G, we used the smearing width
σ = 0.012 eV.
Appendix F: Linear Models
The low-energy Hamiltonian without SOC, describing
the spin-1 fermion node at Γ is
H = E0Iˆ3×3 + ~vF
 0 ikx −iky−ikx 0 ikz
iky −ikz 0
 , (F1)
where the parameter E0 = Enode−Ef = 0.0222 eV is the
energy difference between the node and Fermi energy,
and vF = 1.231 eV·Å is the Fermi velocity. The fitted
band structures along M − Γ − R high-symmetry lines
are shown in Fig. S6 (a).
The low-energy Hamiltonian with SOC, describing the
spin- 32 and spin-
1
2 node at Γ, is
H = E0Iˆ6×6+∆ˆ+λ1D1 ·k+λ2D2 ·k+λ3D3 ·k+λ4D4 ·k
(F2)
where Di · k = Dixkx +Diyky +Dizkz (i = 1, 2, 3, 4),
and
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The fitted parameters are shown in Table I, and the
fitted band structures along M − Γ − R high-symmetry
lines are shown in Fig. S6 (b).
By using the band structure in Fig. S6 (a) and (b),
the calculated conductivity with a 12 meV broadening is
shown in Fig. S7.
E0 (meV)  (meV) λ1 (eV Å) λ2 (eV Å) λ3 (eV Å) λ4 (eV Å)
43.7 18.4 0.7904 -0.0052 -0.0222 0.0219
TABLE I. The fitted parameters of the tight-binding model
with SOC
Appendix G: Four-band tight-binding model
Following Ref. [71], we have constructed a four-band
tight-binding model for CoSi that is consistent with its
crystal symmetry to describe the closest four energy
bands to the Fermi level of this material. In general, this
model can describe any material in space group 198, and
without spin-orbit coupling it is defined through three
material-dependent parameters: v1, vp, and v2. In addi-
tion to these paramaters [71] we incorporate the orbital
embedding as described in Appendix F of Ref. [34]. The
orbital embedding x describes the position (or embed-
ding) of orbitals in real space. It enters as a momentum-
dependent unitary transformation [72], leaving the band
structure unaltered, but modifying its eigenfunctions
and, as a result, the predicted optical conductivity.
To describe CoSi specifically, we fix xCoSi = 0.3865, as
determined by crystallographic databases, and find v1,
vp, and v2 by fitting the tight-binding spectrum to the
DFT bands. To capture the separation in energy between
the multi-fold nodes at Γ and R, we fix it to match that
found by DFT, which equals 210 meV. By expanding
the Hamiltonian to linear order in momentum around
Γ and R, we see that the parameter vp sets the Fermi
velocity of the three-fold and double Weyl fermion at
the Γ and R points to vΓF = vp/2 and v
Γ
R = vp/(2
√
3),
respectively [73]. To set the right energy scale in the
tight-binding model we add a constant energy shift of
E0 = 0.551 eV, H = H198(v1, vp, v2;x) + (E0 − µ)I4×4.
All chemical potentials are measured with respect to this
energy shift.
It is illustrative then to compare two different fits, one
that matches well the Fermi velocity near the Γ point,
and a second one to match the Fermi velocity at the R
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FIG. S8. (a) Band structure of CoSi obtained using a four-
band tight-binding model with v1 = 1.29, v2 = 0.25 and vp =
0.55 compared to DFT bands (dotted grey). Fermi levels for
different chemical potentials are marked as horizontal dashed
lines. (b) Optical conductivity for the chemical potentials
shown in (a) with 0 meV broadening. For reference we show
as a solid line the optical conductivity of a threefold fermion
σ3f = ω
3pivF
with vF = vp/2. (c) Optical conductivity at
two fixed chemical potentials, one above and one below the
Γ node, calculated with a finite broadening of 12 meV. The
curve labelled µ = −39 meV is shown in Fig. 5(a) of the main
text as a blue line.
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FIG. S9. Same as Fig. S8 with vp = 0.41. (a) Band
structure of CoSi obtained using a four-band tight-binding
model with v1 = 1.29, v2 = 0.25 and vp = 0.41 compared to
DFT bands (dotted grey). Fermi levels for different chemical
potentials are marked as horizontal dashed lines. (b) Optical
conductivity at the chemical potentials in (a). For reference,
we show as a solid line the optical conductivity of a threefold
fermion σ3f = ω
3pivF
with vF = vp/2. (c) Optical conductivity
at two fixed chemical potentials, one above and one below the
Γ node calculated with a finite broadening of 12 meV.
point. For vp = 0.55, we fit the Fermi velocity of the
bands near the Γ point (see Fig. S8 (a)). Upon closer
inspection, we find that it provides a better description
of the upper band of the three-fold crossing at the Γ point
than that of the middle and lower bands. For vp = 0.41,
we fit to the Fermi velocity of the bands near the R point
(see Fig. S9 (a)). Despite being a good fit for the R point,
we observe this to be a fair description also of the lower
and middle bands at the Γ point away from the Γ node.
For both fits, we obtain v1 = 1.29 and v2 = 0.25 for the
remaining tight-binding parameters.
In Fig. S8 and Fig. S9 (b) we compare the optical
conductivities obtained for different chemical potentials
crossing the node with 0 meV broadening. The (c) pan-
els show the optical conductivity for selected chemical
potentials and with a finite phenomenological Lorentzian
disorder broadening of 12 meV. For both values of vp,
we find that a chemical potential that crosses the bands
below the Γ node results in a peak and dip structure.
In the case of vp = 0.55, which amounts to vF = 1.23
eV·Å, the conductivity has an increasing trend when low-
ering the chemical potential, which agrees well with the
trend observed in Fig. S10 in Appendix H. The curve
with vp = 0.55, µ = −39 meV shown in Fig. S8(c) falls
closest to the Wannier tight-binding calculation, and it
is shown in Fig. 5 (a) of the main text.
It is interesting to note that although a good agreement
between the four-band tight-binding model and the flux
sample data is found for vp = 0.41 with the chemical po-
tential above the node, and a 12 meV broadening (Fig. S9
(c)), this value of the chemical potential does not agree
with the rest of our observations. As discussed at length
in this appendix and in the main text, from transport
results to ab-initio calculations we find that CoSi is a
compensated semimetal with a hole pocket at the Γ, im-
plying that the chemical potential in the sample is below
the node. In this case, the curve with µ = −39 meV
vp = 0.55 in Fig. S8 (c) results in the best fit to the data
and first-principles calculations.
Appendix H: The effect of chemical potential on the
calculated conductivity in the Wannier tight-binding
models
The chemical potential in real materials could be dif-
ferent from that obtained in DFT, due to extrinsic ef-
fects such as the presence of impurities. Therefore, we
have calculated the optical conductivity with different
chemical potentials. The conductivity calculated with-
out SOC coupling is shown in Fig. S10. Under the con-
dition that the chosen chemical potential is lower than
the flat middle band near the Γ point, transitions will
always occur between the lower band and the middle
band when the energy of the incoming photon is small
(< 0.1 eV), and occur near the R point when the en-
ergy is relatively large (> 0.2 eV). Therefore, changing
the chemical potential will influence the position and the
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FIG. S10. (a) The position of several chosen chemical potentials superimposed on the calculated band structure without SOC.
(b) The optical conductivity calculated with each of the chosen chemical potentials. (c, d) Same as (a, b), but incorporating
SOC.
shape of the dip structure (σ1(ω ≈ 0.25 eV)) in two ways.
Firstly, as the chemical potential decreases, more transi-
tions could occur between the lower band and the middle
band, and this would lead to an increase in conductiv-
ity at the downward part of the dip structure. Secondly,
more transitions could also occur near the R point due to
the decrease in chemical potential, so it is also expected
that the upward region of the dip structure will increase.
Combining these two results, decreasing the Fermi level
will tend to flatten (and perhaps eventually remove) the
dip structure.
When turning on SOC, the conductivity calculated
with different chemical potentials are shown in Fig. S10.
The conclusions drawn from the non-SOC case can also
be applied here; namely, decreasing the chemical poten-
tial will smooth the dip structure. Furthermore, we stud-
ied the case where the chemical potential is placed be-
tween the middle band pair (the purple curve in Fig. S10
(c)). In this case, the number of transitions between the
lower band pair and the middle band pair is reduced,
which leads to a decrease in the lower-frequency region.
However, the transitions which occur near the R point
are almost unaffected, which justifies the fact that the
slope of the upward part of the dip structure is similar
to that of the intrinsic Fermi level.
To summarize, assuming a lower chemical potential in-
creases the conductivity below 0.2 eV, but still the agree-
ment with the CVT-grown sample is not as good as the
agreement achieved for the flux-grown sample. This is
an indication that either the additional contribution in
the CVT-grown sample is not coming from inter-band
transition or the origin of defects in the CVT sample is
slightly different. Therefore, in terms of the discrepancy
between the Wannier tight-binding model with SOC and
the CVT sample, a more likely scenario is that the lower
chemical potential in the CVT-grown sample leads to a
bigger flat hole pocket at the Γ point than the flux-grown
sample. This could result in a second flatter Drude peak
(with a small spectral weight) corresponding to the rela-
tively heavy holes [58]. This seems to be the case in RhSi
which displays a second, flat Drude peak due to its even
larger hole pocket [55].
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